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science, econanics, so ill equipped to handle real life business 

problems?" "I have finally concluded," he states, "that the trouble 

stems fran the assumption in most college econanics texts and college 

classrooms that the objective of business is to MAXIMIZE PROFITS." 

(Emphasis supplied. Robert N. Anthony,'The Trouble with Profit 

Max:i.Jration' Harvard Business R�view November/December, 1960, p. 126. 

Now, have I brought you all this way to suggest that the truth of the 

matter was found over a quarter of a century ago? Well, its really 

moi:e than that, you see, for OVER A CENTURY AGO, Walter Bagehot who 

served as the editor of The Economist expounded on what might be a 

similar note. He observed: "It is the men who have no other 

intellectual life except the life of commercial enterprise who are the 

truly dangerous men, not dangerous because they are generally less 
·
----

scrupulous, but because they are more eager for the full employment of 

their powers than their better educated conterrq:,oraries. The energy of 

commerce," he continued," runs with a strong current, in part at least 

because it runs between such very narrow banks. Let it find a number 

of different mouths, a delta instead of a single opening and it will 

not rush on with the same dangerous velocity. Culture always 

diminishes intensity. In the canmercial world we could well afford to 

favour that result." (emphasis supplied 'What Drives Great Men of 

r·commerce,' Forum,The New York Times, Sunday September 21, 1986). 

��rAccountancy~ 

My response and reaction to all of the above, as it relates to 

accountancy is that since at least the second decade of this century, 

accountancy education has responded to a market demand for highly 

technically trained individuals as measured by their ability to 



And for all my empirical friends and scholars in the audience who 

prefer not to join in such intuitive leaps on wha t they would smugly 

dismiss as anecdotal evidence let me encourage them to get off their 

dead notations and develop a more rigorous examination of the issue. 

But, while we are waiting for these researchers to frame their 

hypotheses there may be others who wish to consider what can be done 

from what evidence we have in order to address establishing a culture 

for professional accountancy that will be appropriate for our role in 

society. 

Let me ask you to consider the following. The essence of� profession 

is a sense of moral authority which places the well being of those we 

are asked or expected to serve above our own well being. A culture 

which expects or seeks only competence (pass the professinal exam) is 

deficient. It must also seek to aid the well being of others. 

Speaking last month on the subject of students' intellectual and moral 

welfare, Frank H. T. Rhodes, president of Cornell University said: 

Without some larger sense of commitment and connectness students 
are impoverished •••• we must strive to impart not just facts but 
encouragement and support for students to develop some philosophy of

' life, not just credentials, but commitment to large and noble goals; 
not just skills, but high ideals of personal and professional service, 

We _must _e11.c<>.urage §_l;!,ldent� make not only j ate� lectual, but
also moral and eth" sense of their worl That is why moral 
e uca ion is so difficult, so dangerous, yet so vital. Beyond a few
precious goals we share in common •• a commitment to truth aria 

___ _ 

tolerance, a respect for others. ,we have no comrron moral view. We are 
a nation of pragmatists, but even pragmatists need some Iignt:6y which 
to live,,,(Chronicle of Higher Education November 26, 1986, p. 20) 
Now, where do we find this light, while we are waiting for more 

information? In in what way can accounting educators meet the 

challenge of a commitment to truth? 

As to the former, one could begin by restoring to light the 

particulars in reports which exist in abundance about our educational 










